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• Kondo effect in metals with dilute magnetic moments

      At low T,  Kondo singlet/resonance forms  →  local Fermi liquid; 
      At high T, free moment scatters conduction electrons → ln T resistivity.

• Heavy Fermi liquid in Kondo lattice systems

      Kondo singlets as Landau quasiparticles, leading to the large Fermi surface.

• Magnetically order states also exist in Kondo lattice systems

      RKKY interaction occurs via Kondo scatterings of conduction electrons.

• Interplay between Kondo coupling and RKKY interaction:

      Phase transitions and quantum criticality in heavy fermion systems

Basic physics in heavy fermion systemsBasic physics in heavy fermion systemsBasic physics in heavy fermion systemsBasic physics in heavy fermion systems    



Heavy Fermi liquid state in the Kondo lattice modelHeavy Fermi liquid state in the Kondo lattice modelHeavy Fermi liquid state in the Kondo lattice modelHeavy Fermi liquid state in the Kondo lattice model

Model Hamiltonian:

Fermion rep. of local moments:
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Mean field Hamiltonian:

Renormalized band energies:
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Dramatic changes of Fermi surface due to the Kondo screening !Dramatic changes of Fermi surface due to the Kondo screening !Dramatic changes of Fermi surface due to the Kondo screening !Dramatic changes of Fermi surface due to the Kondo screening !

Small Fermi surfaceSmall Fermi surfaceSmall Fermi surfaceSmall Fermi surface Large Fermi surfaceLarge Fermi surfaceLarge Fermi surfaceLarge Fermi surface



Quantum paramagnetic metallic statesQuantum paramagnetic metallic statesQuantum paramagnetic metallic statesQuantum paramagnetic metallic states



BaFeBaFeBaFeBaFe2222AsAsAsAs2222

Linear T susceptibility in iron-based superconductors

X.H. ChenX.H. ChenX.H. ChenX.H. Chen’’’’s group, PRL 102, 117005 (2009);s group, PRL 102, 117005 (2009);s group, PRL 102, 117005 (2009);s group, PRL 102, 117005 (2009);        arXiV:0806.2452arXiV:0806.2452arXiV:0806.2452arXiV:0806.2452



Universal features of the spin dynamics above TUniversal features of the spin dynamics above TUniversal features of the spin dynamics above TUniversal features of the spin dynamics above TSDWSDWSDWSDW

• Linear T dependence of the uniform spin susceptibilities, strongly deviating from the 
conventional Fermi liquid theory.

• Spatial anisotropy along c-axis and 3D magnetic ordering below T SDW

• TTTThe spin dynamics he spin dynamics he spin dynamics he spin dynamics forforforfor T>T T>T T>T T>TSDW SDW SDW SDW     is described by ais described by ais described by ais described by an effective 2D J1-J2 n effective 2D J1-J2 n effective 2D J1-J2 n effective 2D J1-J2 AFMAFMAFMAFM    
Heisenberg spin model.Heisenberg spin model.Heisenberg spin model.Heisenberg spin model.

                    
• The local moment picture should be used to describe the spin physics The local moment picture should be used to describe the spin physics The local moment picture should be used to describe the spin physics The local moment picture should be used to describe the spin physics 

phenomenologicallyphenomenologicallyphenomenologicallyphenomenologically....

G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009); G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009); G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009); G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009); arXiv:0809.3874arXiv:0809.3874arXiv:0809.3874arXiv:0809.3874



The minimal model effective Hamiltonian for describing the spin dynamics of The minimal model effective Hamiltonian for describing the spin dynamics of The minimal model effective Hamiltonian for describing the spin dynamics of The minimal model effective Hamiltonian for describing the spin dynamics of 
the parent compounds is given bythe parent compounds is given bythe parent compounds is given bythe parent compounds is given by

Dyson-Maleev spin-wave theoryDyson-Maleev spin-wave theoryDyson-Maleev spin-wave theoryDyson-Maleev spin-wave theory

In the paramagnetic state, Jz=0 can be chosen. In the paramagnetic state, Jz=0 can be chosen. In the paramagnetic state, Jz=0 can be chosen. In the paramagnetic state, Jz=0 can be chosen. 

Dyson-Maleev representation:Dyson-Maleev representation:Dyson-Maleev representation:Dyson-Maleev representation:
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The uniform spin susceptibility The uniform spin susceptibility The uniform spin susceptibility The uniform spin susceptibility 
can be calculated ascan be calculated ascan be calculated ascan be calculated as
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In the In the In the In the linear spin-wave approximationlinear spin-wave approximationlinear spin-wave approximationlinear spin-wave approximation, we have, we have, we have, we have

withwithwithwith

A chemical potential term for the bosons has been introduced to make the A chemical potential term for the bosons has been introduced to make the A chemical potential term for the bosons has been introduced to make the A chemical potential term for the bosons has been introduced to make the 
local magnetization vanish at finite temperatures:local magnetization vanish at finite temperatures:local magnetization vanish at finite temperatures:local magnetization vanish at finite temperatures:

In the low T limit, we haveIn the low T limit, we haveIn the low T limit, we haveIn the low T limit, we have
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G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009).G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009).G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009).G.M. Zhang, et. al., EPL 86, 37006 (2009).    



Linear spin-wave theory for Linear spin-wave theory for Linear spin-wave theory for Linear spin-wave theory for 
                   2D quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnetic model                   2D quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnetic model                   2D quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnetic model                   2D quantum Heisenberg antiferromagnetic model

The artifacts of those mean field /variational theories have be The artifacts of those mean field /variational theories have be The artifacts of those mean field /variational theories have be The artifacts of those mean field /variational theories have be 
removed in theremoved in theremoved in theremoved in the present present present present linear spin linear spin linear spin linear spin----wave approximation!wave approximation!wave approximation!wave approximation!



Magnetic susceptibilities in metallic paramagnetic statesMagnetic susceptibilities in metallic paramagnetic statesMagnetic susceptibilities in metallic paramagnetic statesMagnetic susceptibilities in metallic paramagnetic states

2. 2. 2. 2. Weakly interacting conduction electrons Weakly interacting conduction electrons Weakly interacting conduction electrons Weakly interacting conduction electrons –––– Pauli susceptibility Pauli susceptibility Pauli susceptibility Pauli susceptibility
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 1. Nearly free local moments – Curie-Weiss law

where Cn and Dn are positive constants.
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What happens to the heavy Fermi liquidWhat happens to the heavy Fermi liquidWhat happens to the heavy Fermi liquidWhat happens to the heavy Fermi liquid
in the presence of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations ?in the presence of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations ?in the presence of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations ?in the presence of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations ?    



Heisenberg exchange couplingHeisenberg exchange couplingHeisenberg exchange couplingHeisenberg exchange coupling

Kondo exchange couplingKondo exchange couplingKondo exchange couplingKondo exchange coupling
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Kondo-Heisenberg lattice model in the limit ofKondo-Heisenberg lattice model in the limit ofKondo-Heisenberg lattice model in the limit ofKondo-Heisenberg lattice model in the limit of HK JJ >>

MF order parameters:

Renormalized band energies:

MF model Hamiltonian:



Two different renormalized band structures Two different renormalized band structures Two different renormalized band structures Two different renormalized band structures 
due to different types of hybridizationsdue to different types of hybridizationsdue to different types of hybridizationsdue to different types of hybridizations

Hybridization between 
c-electrons with f-holes

Hybridization between
c-electrons with f-particles
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On a square lattice:On a square lattice:On a square lattice:On a square lattice:



Self-consistent MF equations:

.0  withsolution the obtain always  we, For >> χHK JJ

Low renormalized band changes asLow renormalized band changes asLow renormalized band changes asLow renormalized band changes as                
Hk JJ / Fermi surface changes asFermi surface changes asFermi surface changes asFermi surface changes as Hk JJ /
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Ground state energy analysis and quantum phase transitionsGround state energy analysis and quantum phase transitionsGround state energy analysis and quantum phase transitionsGround state energy analysis and quantum phase transitions
9.0=cn



Effective mass changesEffective mass changesEffective mass changesEffective mass changes
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The electron filling factor dependence of the phase transitionsThe electron filling factor dependence of the phase transitionsThe electron filling factor dependence of the phase transitionsThe electron filling factor dependence of the phase transitions

HF metal phase

AFM metal phase





Can Kondo screening coexist with AFM long-range order? Can Kondo screening coexist with AFM long-range order? Can Kondo screening coexist with AFM long-range order? Can Kondo screening coexist with AFM long-range order? 



Focus on the half-filled Kondo lattice modelFocus on the half-filled Kondo lattice modelFocus on the half-filled Kondo lattice modelFocus on the half-filled Kondo lattice model

AFM order parametersAFM order parametersAFM order parametersAFM order parameters:
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Renormalized bands energies:Renormalized bands energies:Renormalized bands energies:Renormalized bands energies:



The ground state energy:

The numerical calculations are performed on a square lattice with  .11 JJJ == ⊥

J/t

A finite quasiparticle gap implies the Kondo correlated insulating state!A finite quasiparticle gap implies the Kondo correlated insulating state!A finite quasiparticle gap implies the Kondo correlated insulating state!A finite quasiparticle gap implies the Kondo correlated insulating state!
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AFM phaseAFM phaseAFM phaseAFM phase

Kondo singlet phaseKondo singlet phaseKondo singlet phaseKondo singlet phase

Coexistence phaseCoexistence phaseCoexistence phaseCoexistence phase

Order parameters for the half-filled Kondo lattice modelOrder parameters for the half-filled Kondo lattice modelOrder parameters for the half-filled Kondo lattice modelOrder parameters for the half-filled Kondo lattice model
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Coexistence of Kondo screening and AFM long-range order is confirmed by QMC !Coexistence of Kondo screening and AFM long-range order is confirmed by QMC !Coexistence of Kondo screening and AFM long-range order is confirmed by QMC !Coexistence of Kondo screening and AFM long-range order is confirmed by QMC !
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ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions

• Multiply quantum phase transitions can be driven by AFM short-range Multiply quantum phase transitions can be driven by AFM short-range Multiply quantum phase transitions can be driven by AFM short-range Multiply quantum phase transitions can be driven by AFM short-range 
correlations within the heavy Fermi liquid phase in the Kondo lattice systemscorrelations within the heavy Fermi liquid phase in the Kondo lattice systemscorrelations within the heavy Fermi liquid phase in the Kondo lattice systemscorrelations within the heavy Fermi liquid phase in the Kondo lattice systems

• Kondo screening coexisting with the AFM long-range order can be a ground Kondo screening coexisting with the AFM long-range order can be a ground Kondo screening coexisting with the AFM long-range order can be a ground Kondo screening coexisting with the AFM long-range order can be a ground 
state of the Kondo insulating phasestate of the Kondo insulating phasestate of the Kondo insulating phasestate of the Kondo insulating phase

• Kondo screening  can also coexist with the FM long-range order in Kondo Kondo screening  can also coexist with the FM long-range order in Kondo Kondo screening  can also coexist with the FM long-range order in Kondo Kondo screening  can also coexist with the FM long-range order in Kondo 
lattice model lattice model lattice model lattice model 



Schematic renormalized Schematic renormalized Schematic renormalized Schematic renormalized 
local density of states:local density of states:local density of states:local density of states:

Phase diagramPhase diagramPhase diagramPhase diagram


